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THESE COLLIDING
GALAXIES PAINT A
GHOSTLY PICTURE

HOW SMALL IS THE
SMALLEST HABITABLE
EXOPLANET?

HOW UNIQUE IS
EARTH?

Where can we expect to find life
beyond Earth? A new study has
redefined the lower limit in mass
for habitable exoworlds. It
suggests that low-mass
waterworlds might exist and
might be a place to look.

Scientists studying white dwarf
stars have found that some
contain traces of rocky debris
very similar in composition to
rocks found on Earth. The
finding suggests that worlds
similar to Earth might be
common in our Milky Way
galaxy.

THE SKY THIS
WEEK FROM
NOVEMBER 1 TO 10

With the Moon out of the
predawn sky, this is a great
week to hunt for the
zodiacal light. Evening
observers can catch Orion
returning to prominence.

READ MORE

READ MORE READ MOREREAD MORE

Hubble’s snapshot of a
“cosmic face” is actually a
unique moment in time.

https://earthsky.org/space/earth-not-unique-rocky-debris-white-dwarf-stars
http://astronomy.com/news/2019/10/these-colliding-galaxies-paint-a-ghostly-picture
https://earthsky.org/space/small-rocky-exoplanets-can-still-be-habitable
http://astronomy.com/observing/sky-this-week/2019/11/the-sky-this-week-from-november-1-to-10
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Explanation: These bright rims and flowing shapes look ghostly on a cosmic scale. A telescopic view toward the constellation
Cassiopeia, the colorful skyscape features swept-back, comet-shaped clouds IC 59 (left) and IC 63. About 600 light-years distant, the
clouds aren't actually ghosts. They are slowly disappearing though, under the influence of energetic radiation from hot,luminous star
gamma Cas. Gamma Cas is physically located only 3 to 4 light-years from the nebulae, the bright star just above and left in the frame.

Slightly closer to gamma Cas, IC 63 is dominated by red H-alpha light emitted as hydrogen atoms ionized by the star's ultraviolet
radiation recombine with electrons. Farther from the star, IC 59 shows proportionally less H-alpha emission but more of the

characteristic blue tint of dust reflected star light. The field of view spans over 1 degree or 10 light-years at the estimated distance of
gamma Cas and friends. 

The Ghosts of Cassiopeia
Image Credit & Copyright: Tommaso Stella

November 11 - Mercury Transit

Rare Transit of Mercury Across the Sun. The planet Mercury will move directly between
the Earth and the Sun. Viewers with telescopes and approved solar filters will be able
to observe the dark disk of the planet Mercury moving across the face of the Sun. This
is an extremely rare event that occurs only once every few years. The next transit of
Mercury will not take place until 2039. This transit will be visible throughout all of South
America and Central America, and parts of North America, Mexico, Europe, the Middle
East, and Africa. The best place to view this event in its entirety will be the eastern
United States, Central America, and South America.
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